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In this note we build upon the above results and study non-minimal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Supersymmetric solutions {#Sec4}
========================

The M-theory and massive IIA non-minimal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### M-theory {#Sec6}
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### Massive IIA {#Sec7}
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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An ansatz for the fields in the vector--tensor sector of the Lagrangian ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) that is compatible with the space-time symmetries takes the form \[[@CR26]\] (see \[[@CR35]\] for a tensor gauge-equivalent choice):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the presence of hypermultiplets, quarter-BPS black hole horizon solutions with constant scalars require the set of algebraic equations \[[@CR35]\] (see also \[[@CR48]\])$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With the aim of constructing later on asymptotically $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### M-theory {#Sec9}
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### Massive IIA {#Sec10}
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Extremal R--N black holes interpolating between the (charged version \[[@CR49]\] of) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary and final remarks {#Sec12}
=========================

In this note we have investigated supersymmetric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,\text {ISO}(p,q)\,$$\end{document}$ (massive IIA) gauged maximal supergravities resulting upon reduction of the higher-dimensional theories. In M-theory models, the gaugings involve a duality-hidden symmetry pair of the universal hypermultiplet. In contrast, only duality symmetries of the universal hypermultiplet are gauged in massive IIA models. Supersymmetric solutions turn to populate different domains of the Kähler cone both in the M-theory and massive IIA cases.

Future lines to explore are immediately envisaged. The first one is the higher-dimensional description of the solutions based on non-compact $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix: Embedding in maximal supergravity {#Sec13}
===========================================

In this appendix we provide the embedding of the non-minimal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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